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Gate candidate

Wire :
wire spacing would be large enough
   to deteriorate resolution by ExB
   wire spacing ~O(1 mm)
need stiff structure to stretch wires
Local change of E field around wires

GEM : Micro mesh :

Electron transmission is in question
         collection/extraction efficeincy
     hole pitch ~O(100um)
need structure to hold GEM
No change of  E field @ drift region

need thin mesh
        for higher transmission
     mesh pitch ~O(50um)

Larger change of  E field 
               @ drift region

How can we achieve  “Gating” for TPC?
Traditional 
wire method
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Graphene is also proposed  as gating device!!
RD５１



fall-back option :  wire Gate 
Performance has been  established at old the past experiments 

But  Simulation expect small degradation of performance 
                                                        at high B field 3.5T. 

Integration with MPGD module is not so easy 
Wire gate was produced on rigid field shaper frame 
             though it doesn’t have open-close mechanism      

Some tests are done using laser but  
            it’s difficult to evaluate wire gate without B field 

No schedule for beam test.     



Status of GEM gate
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Gate performance
Electron transmission



Transmission:  



Method:
As transmission become good, main peak of drift and trans. region 
overlap each other.  ->   
We need to measure 0 drift data( main peak@ trans. only) 
              but gain stability is no so well

Combined fit w/  physically reasonable constraint 
          event ratio of main/escape peak :  85~87%  
          peak position ratio of main/escape peak : ~0.5 
          width ratio of main/escape :   

          event rate of drift/trans. region :  dip. on geometry 
          Transmission 

We expect more stable result and easier for error estimation
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Other transmission measurement

Paul will measure Raytech Gate (10cm x10cm) 
                                      ( design is same as Fujikura ) 
      using  micromegas 
                                  schedule in Autumn 2016

Time pix must be a Ideal equipment to measure transmission 
     just counting # of electrons  
      no plan ?



Effect to position information
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Layout of the cell

B=3T

When electron goes into hole, electron rotate around hole  
       due to Lorentz force. 
But electron rotate back at exit.   
So displacement of electron may cancel out if geom./E field is 
ideal and symmetric.

But actual gate hole is not straight shape

no symmetry at entry/exit

Simulation study is on-going 

      modeling of ANSYS 
               implement realistic geom. 
      garfield



Performance check at Beamtest 

Position Resolution is expected to be  worth  
         due to Electron loss at Gate 
         is there any extra degradation ?

test @ 1T  is enough ? 
   can we extrapolate to 3.5T ? 
        we may need another test at high B field

Asian module beamtest is scheduled at Nov.2016@DESY 
     We will ask DESY/LUND to help our study and 
     French group will also join



Gate on Asian module

We are planning to bring two type of Gate 
    1. original structure -  side frame less 
                  stretched by post 
           size is also original ( very aggressive ) 
              500um higher than Dummy endplate 

    2.  Gate on field shaper ( though FS doesn’t work as it is) 
            size is  compromised  1mm smaller in width/height 
             
           stretch on rigid frame : new trial   
              Gate production will start soon 



Each module may demonstrate  with Gate ?

How to mount Gate on your module  
          for micromegas module 
          for DESY module 
       Gate for Asian module is usable ? 
           or make new one?      

   how to route HV through your module    
         module redesign ? 
minimize duplicate study and cooperate productively 

Do not forget to change backframe to the proper one.



Micromegas module:
consider possibility to use existing Fujikura Gate for the test 
                                           either old style or FS type    
if it is impossible, they may make new one  
mounting structure is not known yet

DESY module:
mounting method is just extension of GEM mount 
New Gate design & redesign of module is necessary 

TimePix module :
Probably  there must be enough space for Gate on the module



Ion feedback
Ion blocking power must be verified experimentally 
      precision must be 10^-4 

Someone should try someday 



Summary

Module sized Gate will be tested on the module  this Nov. 
Study of detail behavior is going.  

Gate for other module  

IFB measurement       who will initiate? 

test@high B field ? 

Wire gate :  exist but do we need test ? 
                   


